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ABSTRACT

Proficiency Verifica i n Systems (PVS) is a new concept in providing

management information about local achievement in basic skills. The program

includes a network of assessment and report ng components which can be

combined in varied ways to generate proficiency information about individual

pupils and groups, for teachers, principals, and school administrators. A

key feature is the capability to summarize reports according to use of

specific instructional prog a s and to provide background results obtained

from all users of the system.

Initial field tes ing and revisions began in 1975=76 and continues with

over 20,000 pupils in three states.



INTRODUCT I ON

Proficiency Verification Syste s (PVS n asses ment and reOor

program which teachers and administrators can use to show what skills

pupils have developed successfully during the school year. The program

integrates a variety of skill inventories with different ways of reporting

results. It was developed at SWRL,from more ,han ten.years of research on

criterion-referenced measurement to provide comprehensive_ informat on for

b-tter Acknowledgement of inStructionalaccomplishments- in individual

-classrooms, schools and enti -e school systems. Local school districts

choose from among the PVS cOmponents the specific co -bination they wish to

-use, and have several options for deciding how results are to be reported.

PVS skills inventori are simple to administer and require no scoring by

teachers.

.

Several- characteristics of the- PVS program a-e unique among systems_

that are Currently available for organizing information about pupil.

-accomplishments.

School districts can customize their own inforniation system by.

choosing PVS components and reports to __ i-fy unique local needs.

Remote data processing is unnecessary for-many PVS components.

Information for Week-by-week cla sroom instruction Is generated

and- organized exclusively at the classroom level to eliminate-

delays inherent in computer_proc- sing ancrto ensure that this

information will alWays be avail _le for cla sroom decisionmaking

where and when it is needed most Only when broaderproFiles are

desired to periodically provide informa ion pe in- to the

instructional- accomplishments of a set of schoolsor the.distr

as a whole is remote -data. proc _sing incorporated into PVS operation!

.and _procedures..
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PVS reporting systems are able to tie inventory results direct

to specific programs that local schools a using regularly for

classroom instruction.

National reports provi-de local s-hools w th conparison data from

all other schools and districts using PVS with due regard for the

protection of pe sonal and institut onal privacy.

Separate r ports are provided f r classroom teachers, principal

and district administrators. These reports describe instructional

accomplishments ranging from overall achievement by an entire

district to diagnostic p ofiles of individual pupils.

In opera ion, PVS allows local school districts to main a n their

own data bases and procedures for how skills inventories are

administered and r ts are used. Districts can maintain

maximuer confid ntiality'for tea hers and pupils by assign ng

their n data processing codes to materials that are returned

to SWRL for scoring and processing. Local schools have complete

cont. rol over school, teacher, and pupil ident fication within the

system.

The R&D a sociated with PVS promises to deliver clearly in the 197 's

what was glimpsed obscurely by researchers in the 1960's as "computer

managed instruction," "criterion referenced testing, and "instructional

task analysis." The products that comprise a Proficiency Verification

System provide for schools the immediate resources that CM! CRT, and ITA

separately will never provide--a means of directly relating their in uc-

tional objectiis, instructional materials, and standardized tests, with



allowances for choice, uniqueness, and corm n lity at the class, school,

and district l_v

PVS RI-.1) hears lie re la ic)1 the lit re and activity being

nenerat d at such locations as LRDC, UCLA, the Univers _y of Wiscons n

R&D cen_er and faculty, Florida State Univers .y.,-ETS, NAEP, UC Santa

Barbara, University of Minnesota, University of Massachusetts, and so On;

school districts such as Los Angetes, Dallas, Miami; state departments

such as California, Michigan, Florida, New York; publishing firms such as

Harcourt, McGraw Hill, SRA, Houghton Mifflin; and :omputer firms that-have

now d -indled essentially to Control Data, Hewlitt P ckard, and National

Computer Systems.

PVS R&D as suCh began at under NIE contract to design and initiate

the development of Proficiency Ve ificati n Systems in Mathe atics and in

Reading. The object ve is to generate s of pupil inventories in mathe-

matics and reading that have firm g ounding in existing instructional programs

in elementary schools, and to use these inventories as the nucleus of a systel

that provides local school districts a means of collecting and reporting

informat on to show local ins ructional accomplishments at various levels of

school dist ict orqariization . To date, a fully oper tional system in

math I ics has been developed (Buchanan, 1976) and currently being used

with over 20,000 pupils in four states. The groundw rk has also been

stablishnd for a comparable system in reading (Fiege7Kollmann,

Although PVS development began with the NIE procurement, the "rapid"

development progress of PVS was enabled by programa R&D at SWRL over

the past ten'years. The scoring and repor ing structiire (Milazzo, 1976),

6



whicil currently uses the NCS Century Model 7010 Optical Mark Reader, has

benefitted from SviRL's earlier research on systems to provide conprehen-

sive instructional management informat on (Behr and Gibbs, 1975). The

For ran IV software for PVS uses some of the same routines for compiling

data as the Quality Assurance program (Wolfe, 1976) which SWRL maintains

t_ assess the effects of its in in tructional products. The substantive

structure of PVS Invent- ies, which incorporates the basic con ent. d -ains

of prevailing mathematics programs within a single item pool, bears some

relationship to an earlier SWRL study (Hanson, 1977) that determined and

contrasted the effects of different programs for teaching reading readiness

in kindergarten. To establish the needed structure for PVS, it has been

ncCessary to obtain robust techniques- for analyzing ins ructional programs

across several grade levels. These techniques evolved from computer-assi ted,

analytical procedures, that were developed between 1973 and 1975 for SWRL s

Learning Mastery Systems. The latter were criterion-referenced systems for

assessment and remediation that _are developed by sym..- to accompanY specific,

commercial programs in matt.!tmatics and reading.

SWRL's R&D in PVS is part of a line of inqu ry related t "schooling

and learning." PVS activities are designed to treat "shooling and learning"

as a joint phenomenon that can be observed directly, wi.thout regard to

preconceived notIons of how the learn ng-act occurs-or what pupils need to

acc -plish. :'The intent is to make objective descriptions of . what pupils are

eXpected to learn based on the substantive content of their formal learning

experiences and to structure the flow of information about actual skill

development accordingly. What is implied by proceeding in this way is



that 'schooling' is as much a social phenomenon, thit is amenable to bona

fide scientific inquiry, as it is an insti utionalized service in need of

evaluation.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS FOR GENERATING INFORMATION

The core of the PUS program consists of three types of skill

inventories designed for use at specific points during the school year.

It also includes a straightforward system used entirely within the

classroom for collecting and organizing small bits of information about

the progress of each pupil as a more-or-less continuous record-keeping

pr cess maintained by the teache- during the school year. Each of the

skills inventories can be extended by special coniponents that will be

available in PVS (1978), depending on the needs of local schools and their

ability to commit more pupil and teacher time to the maintenance of a more

comprehensive information system.

Proficiency Skil Is Inventory
-

The primary tool is the Proficiency Skills Inventory (PSI ) that is

used typically at the end of the school year. This inventory is a

comprehensive set of items represenring skills that aro regularly developed

across the country at particular grade levels. The set of items for each

grade level is obtained and regularly updated from a methodical and d tailed

analysis of mathematics programs, standardized achievement tests, and

cur iculum guides that are widely used for instructi n in the elementary

school.
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The extent to which serious analysis of mathematics programs

a cornerstone for developing skill inventories is unique to 0- PVS

proqrciri. Mo. I standardize achievement tests anchor their achievement

norms to gross differences in instructional content across grade levels,

but there is no commitment to any sort of comprehensive representation

f the wide variety of skills developed within a single grade level of

instruction. In PVS, inventory items are chosen on the basis of what

pupils are likely to have the opportuni y to learn. The main criter on

f r the inclusion of an inventory item is whether it resembles, to any

significant degree, the kinds of instructional items that pupils are

expected to solve in one or more major mathematics programs. Items are

not rejected in PVS simply because they are too easy or too difficult.

If an item is like the content of current instructional materials, then

it belongs in a PVS inventory. This instruction-based rationale for item

s- itability var' s somewhat from common practice for constructing stanclardized

tests where individual items must exhibit Certain characte i tics ih use for

them to contribute to reliability of the overall test. In such a setting,

the suitabili-y of items must be based partly on factors that have little

direct relationship with actual instruction and opportunity to learn.

'0; 2, f the PSI correspond indirectly to conventional

grade levels, since age-graded patterns for school organization continue to

prevail across the country. However, it is not necessary that a particul r

v I of the PSI be used exclusively with pupils at the corresponding grade

.level. The designated level of materials that pupils regularly use during

instruction is the key, regardless of their assigned grade in schoo since



ileiiis at each level of the PSI are-determined by the organization of

not -i Is in existing mathematics programs. What this means, for example,.

is that use of Level 2 of the PSI with grade 3 pupils is perfectly pr-per

if these pupils regularly use a textbook intended for normal use in grade 2.

In operation, -ach level of the PSI is pr nted in four forms (A,- B,

and D). Dividing the total Item array into multiple forms is necessary

.since too many Ft ms. are included in the overall invent_ y for any one

student to take within a reasonable amount of classroom time. In actual

-adniinistrtion, all four forms are g v n in each classroom in a balanced

way so that all items on the PSI are represented f-r each group of pupils

takingthe test. In the school and district overall, this mean that each

item will have been g.ven to a large number of pupils, although not all

pupils wi l have responded to ev.ery_ item in the total a -ay of PSI items.

Some i ems on the PSI represent skills that are more important than

others for pupils to develop. From an analysis of mathematics programs,

curriculum gUides, and standardized testing programs, it is readily apparent

that not all skills taught in the elementary schools have the same level of

hnportance. .At each grade level there are a number of minor skills that

receive relatively little instructional. time. -The most.important skills

are benchmarks to the entire mathematics sequence since-they are closely

Interrelated with skills-from preceding grade level- and with skills that

are programmed to follow at a much later time.

At each level, each form of the PSI is divided into two parts which

can be administered separately on different days. Part One contains all

items related to be chmark skills, which are mainly in the areas

of number recognition, computation facts, computation algorithms,.and

verbal problems. All of the items in Part One are the same on all forms

10
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of thc inventry at each level. By designing the inventory in this way,

each pupil responds to enough items representing the benchmark skills so

that teacher; can re cc ive diagnostic prul iles of performance by i uid ividual

pupils and by the entire class. Only on Part Two, representing skills

that are not of prime importance at each grade level, are items varied

on different forms of the inventory. This way, all of the material

tYpically developed at a partictilar grade level can be represented in a

single inventory, and, at. the same time, diagnostic informati n can b_

obtained for each pupil on benchmark skills.

For cacti pupil, the PSI consists of 70°30 Items, and usually .requires

two class period- -f about 40 minutes each for administration. More time

may be used if necessary since inventory results are not intended for

interpretation against. a "normal" sample of pupils who have taken it

-previously under standardized conditions. This way, the PSI gives a more

complete representation of what pupils are able to do in relatioo to what

is expected and what skills they are likely to have had the opportunity

to learn.

Current ve -ions of the PSI consist entirely of mu tiple-choice

items. Sk:lls requiring pupil reactions which cannot be adapted ve y well

to a multiple-choice format are reserved for special PVS inventories.,',

These skills include nw r 1 writing, geometric construc ons, open-ended

problems with a variety of possible solutions and so on. For Levels 1°3,

pupils mark answers directly on a scannable inventory booklet. Sepa ate,

scannable answer sheets are used with inventories for Levels 4-6.

*These inventories arc stIll under development and will not be available
uritil 1973.



Be innin( Skills Inventor

PVS includes an inventory for obtaining baseline and readiness

information, called the Beginning Skills Inventory (BSI), designed for

use near the start of the school year. Each BSI includes: (1) major

skills that were scheduled for development during the pre ious year and

(2) extensions of these skills that are likely to take place during the

coming year. The items included are obtained from PVS analysis of widely-

used programs, curriculum guides and standardized tests using the procedures_

described earlier for the Proficiency Skills Inventory.

Beginning Skills Inventories are available for Levels 1-6 corresponding

to age-grade levels of conventional school organization in the same ways

described for the Proficiency Skills Inventory: the level of the BSI that

is appropri te for a particular group of pupils depends on the designated

level of instructional materials they are using, and not necessarily, on

theIr age or grade in school.

The ltems of the BSI at each level focus on a combination of most

the same benchmark skills repres nted in Part One of the Pr ficiency Skills

Inventory. Some skills on the BSI parallel benchmark skills from the

P oficiency Skills Inventory for the previous level, and some items represent

extensions of benchmark skills in the current level. The BSI is not a pre-

test. It does not include items that are totally different from instruction

the pupil shoulu have had previously. Some skill extensions are a part of

the BSI but they consist of 'tems or problems that look much like material

studied before and can be solved with minimal transfer from previous

le rning. For example, in Level 3, the, BSI includes i ems on_ 2-digit ind

12



addition:,-.although mos-pupils 'will have- had- on1V. 2-digit addition-

during- the previous year. On the other hand, the-BSI for- Level-3- does

.not _include..items on-.the multiplication algorithm because thi.S.content

is liLt introduced in major mathematics programs until midway:through

grade 3 and would be totally ne, for pupils _at the.-beginning of theischoolr

year. The- key for t e BSI is what skiliz pupils have liad-an opportunity

to_learn -previously,- and_what they are likely to know alreadV by. way _f

s mple direct generalization of skill learning. from the.previous. year...-

Each level of-the:Beginning_Skills Inventory has.only one- fonMi: so

all pupils are-given the same itemS.. Skills related to Part 2 -f the

Proficiency--.Skills Inventory are only-represented indirectly, _if at all,

on the BSI, Slnce information abeut such skillS-Would -have limited uSeful-

nOs for teachers and administrators in develo0 ng their long range plans--

for instruction at-the beginning -f.the school-year

-The BSI for eaCh level consists of 30440 multiple-choice items, and --
)

usually takes one class period of 35-40 minutes to administer. More time

may be taken, if necessary, since test conditions are not intended to be

standardized. All of the items on the Beginning Skills Inventory have

multiple-choice Formats. Pupils mark answers di ectly on the inventory
4

booklet for Levels 1-3. For Levels 47_6, they use a separate answer sheet.

Mid-Year

The Mid-Year Inventory MYI designed .to be used around the last

weeks in January. It is a set of, items that show hat pupils have

accomplished by the time they complete the_ first half of the school year.

Development of the MYI is based on the same analyt cal techniques that

are involved in the Proficiency Skills Inventory.

13



cl-Year Inventory provided for Levels corresponding to

-grade levels in conventional school organizati the same way as

Proficiency Skills Inventory and Initial Skills Inventory. The criteria

lect:ng the appropriate level of the MYI foV any group of pupils

the level of instructional materials they are using regula ly, not their

grade level in school.

:thin each level of the MYI, items focus on the same

-.represen

chmark skills

ed in. Part One Of the Proficiency Skills'Inventory.rJhe inventory

tself is divided into sections according to the major benchmark skills and

sub-skills Although the inventory is intended for use as a mid-year progress

report, the items cover projected instruction for the entire year. This way,

teachers may use the MY! in a variety of ways. It is not necessary, for

example, to use a textbook in chronological order. The teacher should ,only

admini ter the sections on the MYI representing instruction on benchmark

skills that pupils have already completed during the first half of the

school year. Sections of the inventory on skills that are direct extensions

of instruction during the f rst half of the year may also be administered,

but teachers are not encouraged to give sections of the MYI dealing with

skills or concepts that will be in roduced for the first time later in the

year.

Each level of the MY! has only one form, so items will be the same for

all pupils. Skills that are like Part Two of the Proficiency Skills Inventory

are represented only indirectly in the MY1.

The Mid-Year Inventory at each level consists of 30 to 40 multiple-choice

items, nd usually requires one class period of 35-40 minutes-for admini tratiOn.

re t me may be taken if it is needed, since the MYI is intended to be more

representative of what pupils can do in relationship to what has been

presented during instruction than what pupils can do in a rigidly-

con t led time Frame. 14
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Learning_Mastery Profiles

For week-by-week management of instruction, PVS provides a series of

Lea ning Mastery Profiles developed specifically to accompany major,

commercial programs in mathematics. Basically, a Learning Mastery Profi

assists the teacher by identifying brief skills checks from pupils' work

in regular, day-to-day instruction, and in organizing this information as

a record of pupil progress on a continuous basis during the year. The basic

component i --mple to use, since--jt makes use of thejnstructiona.l-maierials

that already are in use in the classroom. Separate materials-for-assessment-

and.nractice are available from SWRL in kits ca led "Lea ning Center Resou_ces.."

These materials a e not -part of the regular PUS program, but were designed f r

coordinate use with the Learning Mastery Profiles.

..The major_ component .js a separate Profile sheet for maintaining a record

_of performances-for each pupil during the year. The-Skill Checksi are- shown ,

-41are- alongside spaces for designating- how well pupils-have done.-

spaces-are-0-ov ded for organizing other important .information about pupils'

performances intluding: -thapter tests and level testS from-the.regular.

_mathematics-program, the PyS Beginning Skills..Inventory, Mid-Year. Inventiary

and .Proficiency Skills -1nvento y, guidelines for pacing instruction during:

the year, and so on.

addition,

-Spanish-Lenuage Versions of PVS Inventories

All PVS Inventories in MathematiCs have Eng ish and Spanish versions.-

Ai: grades 1,-2. and- 3, where pupils mark djrectly. onthe pvs. booklet, there

-are.parallej:sets_of booklets-in both languages. In addition; at the higher

grade_levels, the standard answer sheet contajns directions in both Spanish

and English.
15
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PVS REPORTS'

During the school year-, PVS provides.a serie

ormation.ohannejed

distri

and

reports with

key personnel at different levels of school

-orgenizati3n. Reports for individual pupils and clas rooms
et_

sent to teachers reports for schools are sen

reports for the district are sent

the various principals;

to a designafed PVS coordinator within

the district administrative staff.

PVS has an important capability to report on how pupils in different

instructional programs performed on all items in PVS components and on just

those items that represent the programs they are using. This kind of report

is possible because of the way PVS inv ntories are devel ped. All items on

PVS inventories come f an analysis of major instructional programs,

.-curricu .;;!-1 guides and aSSessment programS.. Each_ttem In a PV5L.coMpOnent

"tagged" with_a reco d the resource where it originated. Some items

are-common to a-number of instructional programs and other resources.- Others

represent a part Of instruction in only one prog.am.

Characteristics of PVS reports vary somewhat with each of the skills .

-inventor es. The way data are organized and the kinds- of-data included In

the report are not the same, because the results of different PVS inventories

used during the year are not likely to be used in the same way. Reports f om

the end-of-year Proficiency Skills Inventory, for example, are,very likely to

used in overall consideration oFhv well an instructional Program has met

district needs during the school year, ,hese reports include a breakdown

of pupil proficiencies by instructional prog -ems within the district and

across the national population PVS users. On the other hand reports



he Beginnin-g Skills ipventory are .more-likely to-be used in long-

plann ng
_-

for the:schbOl year, and a--b-dakdown of-results by-program

would not meet the same kinds of information needs that are associated

with the Proficiency Skills Inventory.

The data provided in PVS reports are intended to satisfy dual

for evaluation of instruction that has already taken place and for long-

diagnostic planning. In most cases, the reports for the Proficiency

Skills Inventory show the full range of reporting characteristics in PVS.

For all other components the characteristics c PVS reports are the same,

essentially, but they are not as extensive.

netds

For the- Profidiency. Skills InVento y 'therelart

Other reports'may--also be-gene ated,- depending on-the rangements

individual-school districts, but they are not- part-of:the egular-set

_ur basit repor

ar

reports and may- reOuire additional infor aticin about pupilsi:dist

programs, and he local community.

The 'first repo 7--calltd the-PVS Nati,onal-Re0Ort showS---how-the entire'

population of pupils in PVS did on the PSI

parts that examine successively smaller units of

PART I: RESULTS ON OVERALL INVENTORY

PART 2: RESULTS ON BENCHMARK SKILLS

PART 3: RESULTS ON ALL SKILL AREAS (BENCH ARK AND NONBENCHMARK)

PART 4: RESULTS ON INDIVIDUAL ITEMS.

This report

e results as follows:

17



and 3,:the reSu are shown as

AVERAGE SCORE BY ALL PUPILS

AVERAGE SCORE BY PUPILS IN PROGRAM X"

:ON ALL ITEMS

:ON ITEMS FROM PROGRAM X

AVERAGE SCORE BY PUPILS IN PROGRAM Y

:ON ALL ITEMS

:ON ITEMS FROM PROGRAM Y

, the results for each item are broken d

PERCENT OF PUPILS ANSWERING CORRECTLY

:ALL PUPILS IN PVS

:PUPILS IN PROGRAM X

:PUPILS IN PROGRAM Y

The.second type of report, called the PVS District Repor

four parts just as the National Report. This report also h

n as follows:

ti is..structured

s the same

focused onbreakdown of informat on as the National Report, b

ams used w in the dis riot and the

The third type of report is for principals within the district. The

PVS School Report comes in two parts showing how pupils within a specific

_school performed on the test overall and on benchmark skills. W thin each

part the results are reported f r all pupils within the school, and for

pupils in each instructional program that teachers are using. A separate

report showing pupil performances on each item is also provided routinely

the PVS School Reports.

*
In actual reports, programs will be identified by an abbreviated

program name (e.g., HM/Mathematics for Individual Aohievemen A key
to these names will be given at the beginning of the reports.

18
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rourth type of report is the PVS Classroom Report for each

administering the Proftciency Skills Inventory. This report

n three part- with information focused on individual pupils. The

first part shows how indvvidual- pupils performed on each

skll areas and their overall score on-other areas

instruction in their regular program. The second part of the

-what percent of pupils in- the entire class

benchmark

of the

The third

cor

answered correctly

benchmark

on each

em, which are described in terms of their mathematics objectives.

part lists those pupils who scored less than 50% of the Items

ect on any particular benchmark skill area.

-orts for the -e-innin Skills Inventor-

The. reports_for- the.Beginning Skills Inventory are less e tensive than

rePorts for the, PSI.. :Four reports:a.re generatedJust.as with the-pSI, but

structure of each report is a little diffe ent, The National_
Report for the Beginning Skills Inventory has two parts as follow

PART I: RESULTS ON OVERALL INVENTORY AND ON BENCHMARK SKILL AREAS

PART 2 RESULTS ON INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

No breakdo n by instructional program is given for BSI results, s1nce it

would have little, clear utility for planning at the beginning of the

school year. For each item or skill area, a single resUlt is given that

shows the performance by all pupils in PVS. The District Report is

divided into two parts showing overall district performances on benchmark

skills and on individual items.-__The_School_Repert has two parts_showing_

overall school performance on benchMark skills and

No .breakdo- h. of ul s by tructional program
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et Report or School Report. Classroom. Repo have the same

three-part structure as they do on the Proficiency Skills Inventory.

-The-Mid-- ear

inventor

Inventory has four-major reports with the same

strui_ure as the Beginn ng Skil s Inventory.

Skills Inventory, the MYI Reports feature a breakdown :f result-

the National. School and District Reports

However, like the Pro iciency

tional programs.. In addition,

much of each ins_

mid-year. For example, Pa

uetional prograM has been completed by

-f the District_ Report, showing resu ts

on- benchmark skill areas, also shows the number- of pupils thpt took each

section of the Mid-Year Inventory. Since teachcIrs administer only those

sect ons of the inventory that correspond t) what has been completed by

midyear, the:number of pupits that take each section of the inventory

provides administrators with an estimate of how much of:the prograth haS

been completed across the district.

aster Pr- iles

No regular PVS reports are given on results generated by the Learning

Mastery PrdfileS since this component Lssed :entirely within the classroom,
^

and no data are forwarded for additi naTprocessing.

GENE

OVS has--been deSigned and

DPERAT-ONS:AND PROCEDURES

lied a nuMber'of times in order to

create a system that Will-generate a -maximum amount-of information about

skijT _development for a g ven investment in teacher and pupil -.time. The



major- inventory components in the nucleus of the PVS netWork-are--the

_necessary working units -f a.system that can prodde teachers and..

administrators with -the information they.. haye said is needed to

effectiveness in thL development-of matheMatic related skills While-

maintain

_any informati.on--System_requires-aninvestment--.Of time f o. teachers_ and

PVS inventories are designed for an effective balance-between

-processing -costs to users-and the:amount-Of time requ red for admini.stra-,-

,- tion and preparation for data processing in.practice, the-use of PVS is

I e mo e complex than ordering component- returning_data to SWRL for

process and receiving reports.

lnitializin Data Processin

Desisnationof District PVS Coo dinator. At the time initial

of PVS c ponents and/or reports are submitted, a PVS coordinator is

designated by the local school district to receive and distribute all

PVS materials, including reports, and to set up procedures for processing

f test results. These procedures insure maximum compatibility of distri

use of materials with the system of procedures al eady established

for efficient management of computer processing of results and the return

of reports to appropriate district personnel.

nment of Processin Codes. All PVS data processing is done b

identification numbers given to each distr ct,--school,iand teacher/classroom

that is going.to.Submit--materials---for processing during . the year. .SVAL

assignsanumber -t_o_each:di_striet.,-jnd,_the_PV5:_coordinator,_ in turn ass:
-

numbers toeach school-and classroom The procedures for assigning fchoo
. .

-d ejassrOOM numbers are ouite,siMple,

21
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The-district.coordinator receivestwo-tYpes of forms:forlinitializing

the dist itt--data-base.-- -The first form called-the Distritt-CoOrdinator's

School Identification-Sheet, is used.bythe -PVS coordinator..toassign-

i sthools to a set of 3digit: codes .that.arepre-printedpn -the sheet.

The sheet.itself is actually a.

with. spaces 'for_ ifty schools. :When school-codes a e:assigned,-the.t

.copy is returned,to SWRL- at_least one week- prior to thetime -invent° les--

sandwicIP of four self-tarboning pages

will be Submitted for data processing. Thi.s sheet .L used tocheck schoOl

.and-distrrict:codes orvsets of inventories from each.ciassroom astheyare

sent to SWRL for processing. Additions Aeletions,

the--list of school codes.can-be made by the.PVS. co
. -

durin§ -the year as long as a copy of-such changes. is_ sent to SWRL at

least'one week- prior-to the time inventories-are sent_for processing

The-import nt- -hirig -.is for PVS- coordinators .to keep,an-.up.to-date record-
.

of- school codes,-

dinator at any- time

ince the routing of information to teachers depends

entirely upon accurate school and teacher information.

The second type of form that the coordinator receives is the PVS

Principal Teacher Identification Sheet. Fifty or more copies of this

form accompan es the PVS Coordinator's School Identification Sheet.

each sheet the coordinator writes the school name and the same identiFying

_ assigned to the school on the PVS Coordinator' Identifica-

tion Sheet (the district number has already been pre-pr nted on each of

number tha

the. fiftY-SheetS) Each of the Principal's-Teacher IdentifiCat on Shee

is then forwarded to appropriate schools-so-that-the principal or a

gne.ecan assign a 2-digit identificat on code fo each teacher

is oing _o submit tests to-.SWRL,, for processing. -Teachers use-this code.-



--on- all- ma erials returned to SWRL. The principal's sheet rs attached to

a pre-addressed mailing card containing a carbon copy of the

and code and the district name and code but no teacher names or codes.

The principal or designee removes the card and retu ns it directly to

.SWRL.as.-soon as th- sheet is received from the.PVS coordina.tor--;- Receipt

this-card confirms the school's partic pation _in. PVS for the co ing

:year. SWRL routinely _cheOks the_school name and number against its copy

the PVS Coordinator n School Identification_Sheet to ensure that theSe-

codes match. No teacher names or_codes need to be- forwardedt_ SWRL.--

_This way, classrooim reports are identified only by .teacher codes. This

procedure ptaces-responsibility on each-school-to maintain the list of

teacher codes in order tochanneFeach .P.VS classroom report Lo the appro-

priate eaeher. -The list of teacher codes can, of course,-be changect-by

the school a_ any time, and it will not- affect SWRL processing _f-results.

or the generation of PVS- reports. This characteristic of PVS- provides

maximum flexibility at the school level for adapting use Of PVS-to- changes

teacher assignments and in school and-classroom- organization during the

school year, as long.as a record of these adjustments is maintained a_ Oe

school level so that all teachers receive the appropriate PVS.class oom-

report.dealing.with their students.

-.-J) other ipitializa ion procedures-are required for

regu_lar PVS components. Learning Me.stery

With.in the classroom, with no data for

district admirOstrators or SWRL.

P -of.i les are

arded out c the clas:room
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-Receipt of reports for the Beginning Skills-Inventory, Mid-Year

Inventory, and Proficiency Skills inventory requires no special

initialization procedures. Reports at the national, di-strict, school.-

_and classroom levels are.generated auti atically for- the populations-

participating in each-particular inventory.

Admi nTs ter i ng I nven_to es and OtherColiponents

General Procedures Administration of regu lar PVS Invent ies

(BSI, MYI and PSI) is straightforward and simple. These

are group-administered, and all items are multiple-choice. The PSI is

nventories

ordinarily administered during the first tWo eeks in May to allow tIme

for return of reports to teachers before school is out. The BSI is

ordinarilY, adrnin _tered during Ihe last t o weeks in September and'the

MYI during the _last V40- weeks in January._ Levels _4-6 of all PVS inven-

tories, and the end-of-year inventory for Level 3 have separate answer

sheets for pupils to mark responses. For identification, pupils mark

their First and last initials. A space is provided for teachers to give

each pupil an optional identification number, which they may want to use

in cases where two pupils have the same initials. Pupils also mark their

grade level (or some similar designation used in the school rganization),

test level, and, on the PSI they mark the form (A, B, C, D) they are taking.

Pupi is mark answers to items directly on the booklet for all inventories

Levels 1 and 2, and for the Beginning and Mid-Year Inventories at Level 3.

They also mark their initials (first and ast) and grade level, but do not

) or level since this ori has __en pro-coded on the



SWRL assumes no responsibility for information that is not recorded

on classroom mate ials or not coded co rectly. Teachers are advised to

quickly ecan booklets o answer sheets to see that informat on has been

properly coded.

Matching Levels of PVS Inventories to Levels of Proglam Materials.

Teachers match levels of PVS inventories to the level of program materia

that pupils are using in regular instruction; It Is common practice for

instruct onal groups and ent re classrooms to Use instructional meter als:

fr. i a'particular program that are-"below- conventiOnal -grade-

such cases, teechers use.the.level of PV5 inventory .that-matches-the level

-of materials pupils are usingi so the inventory.-.1evel that pupils m
.

their answer sheets di.ffers from their grade level in school . BY assigning

inventories in this way, pupils are credited for having achieved a highe

grade level, even though they are currently:wo king out of:materials

intended for a-lower grade level in--the conventional school organization-.

Pupils who are using program-materials in thiS'special .e.,.grade-

levels in school do not match inventory levels)-have their inventory. results

,.summarized at.the classroom level in the same way-as other..pupils in the

class. But on school-and district reports, these special inventory results

are summarized in a sepai-ate-colemn.on th- report; -ln-!uch,ca..see results

are divided aCcording to regular use of_ programsan.d pvs invent° ies (grade ..-

levelendJ3VS Inventory level ma ch) and special .use of.programs and PVS

-inVentories .(grade level and PVS inventory level-do not match).

5:pecial_ Procedure

-has-an-extra- p

e Mid-Year-Inventor The Mid-Year Inventory

ocedure In admihist ion because of its design. Items in-.

this inVentory are grouped by modu e acc_ din§ to "steps" in the development



of benchmark skills and all benchmark skills.for the year are inclUded.

this way,- PVS does not penalize teachers who do not complete.lnstructon :.

in these:tex books in a linear sequence.-: Before this inventdry

administered, the.teacherelust identify those modules on the .inventory

epresent the instruction that has -acttially- been. completed Auring-.

the-first half of the school year.

Procedures for Use of the-Learning Mastery±Profi es. :Since the :

Learning Maste y Profile is not a-formal atsetsme'rit component, it is

used in a different way during the school year. There are two pa-ts.to

em:

rou ine "grading"

Of Skilts Checks to be performed:by the -teacher in

regular practice from the puOit's text, and (2) a set

f record7keeping material or organizing the informat on about pupils'

progress. The Skills Checks are designed to accompany in truction in a

specific mathemat cs program; different instructional programs have different

SWRL-de gned-Learning Mastery Profiles.

In use, ths teacher refers to the User's Guide for identification

Specific-probtems.Th7regular pupil materials.which can..be spot

practice activities, in order to obtain continuous feedback on how well

each puOil is progressing. A .SkillsCheek. seldom amounts to more than

three or Four problems From any given ectivity, .and not more than-one-or

two .activi

instruction.

Skills Checks would oCCLir In a typital week

teachers may check more -f pupils' work lhan.

:just the P roblo s designated as Skills Checks but these problems should

be sufficient tomake up a pr file of pupil progress. As Skills-

problems are exaMined in pupii ' work-, the teacher notes results On the



special Profile sheet proVidexl for each pupil. Opposite each Skills

Check, the teacher.makes an informal judgment of how well a pupii has

done by circling a vl, or , to denote a "good," "adequate," or

"less than adequate' performance. Skills Checks are grouped according

to major skill areps invOlved in the structure of PVS inventory components,

so that results Of these "checks" on each profile-sheet show the progress

each pupil has made in each skill area.

During the year,,as pupils complete un1tsoi texiboak -aCtivitiea, the

teacher can record results of chapter tests from the regular prog am in

spaces provided-on the Learning Mastery Profile sheet. In addition, scores

on benchmark skill areas ofthe Beginning Skills inventory, the Mid-Year

inventory, and-the Proficiency Skills Inventory can-also .11i-recorded in

special spaces provided on the Profile sheet In this way, a complete-

(

recardofeachchild!s perf orrnance. s constructed_as_ehe:_year_progresses,

1 Materials for Scorina a d P ocessin

Submitting PVS C- ponents. -.The procedures for returning results for

scoring and data processing a e the same for all regular PVS inventories.

As scion as administration is-completed, teache-S are advised to take a

few minutes:to chec-.(-pupil codingof first -and last initials, PVS inventor',

level, and grade- leveL They are als6Advised to generally check pupils'

marking of- answers, to assure prope- mach ne-scoring, 'since SWRI..does n-'

_ aSsume respOnsibility -for. "clean:up" of-Atray-marks, poorly marked answers,

or incomplete etasures. Teachers may assign a number to each. pupil- (in

addition to fl

supplementary

and last'initia ) if desireth A place is provided for a

pupilhumber.on :the booklet (levels '13) or Answer sheet
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(levels 4-6). Such a number is often useful in. differentiating between

pupils .th the same initials, and for other record keeping such as

coordination of reports with pupil numbers in the teacher's regular

record book. All other PVS components are sent to SWRL using special

procedures arranged with district.

-ion of Class ocm Identification Sheets. Each set of inventory

materials returned to SWRL is identified by a Classroom Identification Sheet.

This sheet has spaces for marking the district, school, and classroom codes,

and a special code for the instructional p ogram in use in the classroom.

In instances where a teacher uses entirely different p °grams with different

instructional groups, separate Classroom Identification Sheets can be marked

(with different program codes) for each set of inventories.

The inventories and Identification Sheets are returned to the school

prin-Ci-pal who-mails-all classroom sets- o SAL at the same time. The

princjpal has responsibility for seeing that all inventories are administered

and results returned to SWRL in time for processing. Under normal conditions,
a .

the Beginn ng Skills inventory is scheduled to arrive at SWRL by October 1,

the Mid-Year Inventory by February 1, and the Proficiency Skills Inventory

by Mpy 15.

Dis_trjbution of_ _HS Reports.

In most cases PVS classrooM reports are returned within 5 to 10..days

thei receipt at SAL. :School and dIstritt reports are returned as soon-

as all -inventories have been rece ved..at..SWRL. In any case, schools and

districts receive-all reports from the-Beg nning Skills Inventory hy. -bou

:0c ober 20-, the Mid-Year Inventory hy February 10.

InVentory by June 15,

and the Proficient), Skills

:

2 8
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Districts have considerable flexibility in deciding how reports are

to be received and distributed. They may designate whether teacher and

principal reports are to be returned to the PVS coordinator or directly

to the principals and teachers. Under regular procedures, all reports

are sent to the PVS coordinator. Classroom reports are all enclosed in

separate envelopes, packaged by school, together with the school report.

Each report is sealed, even though the PVS coordinator distributes school

packages to principals, who, in turn, distribute classroom reports to

teachers. In this way, each member of the district personnel receives
#

information Spetifically pertaining to their level of interest, unles$

special information-handling arrangements are made amongadministrato

principals, and teachers.

An arrangement can be made where all classroom and school reports are

mailed-directly to-teachers and principals.-. By request Aand a_ additIona17-

cost), the PVS coordinator can receive a 'copy of all school and classro .

reports, although principals and teachers will be notified that response

has been made to such a request. Under speciol arrangements, all rep--ts

-are dist ibuted in the same way. If -any pr ncipals and teachers in a

district receive reports directly-, then all must receive-them in the same

waY. If district coordinatOrs wish to have copies cif any school and class-

room reports, then 'copies of-all school and classroom reports will be-.sent

the district coordinator. Similar procedures apOly for school principals'

who may-want their-own copy of each classroom report.

2 9
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DEVELOPING A LOCAL PROFICIENtY VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Profitienty Verif cation Systems is 'actually a large network

_assessment and management components, reports, and other surveys an

serv'tes _Fifth are available for local districts to develop informaticm

systems to meet their o- n needs. SWRL's position as a research and

development institution allows for districts to develop a cooperative

relationship w th SWRL in selecting-components and se=vices, but also

in designing---new ones tOat'ddL.not presently exist.

Selection of _PVS Components. PVS components can be selected by

school districts in patterns that best f t-local needs for information

about proficiency development. Information generated by- PVS.components

can be-used in a variety of ways- including long-range.planning, program

accomplishments, and instructional management by.individual teachers from

week-to-week.

Adaptiog PVS Reports to Local Information Needs. A local-system can

phase-in the amount-of information it receives with the ability of the

district organization to use large quantities_of highly detailed_data at

several-points during the school year. Through In-service training on the

interpretation and application of specialized data, local sthool organila-

tions tan continua ly increase their -capacity for evalUating and improving

the quality of instruction which they.provide...

-.PVS _tan supply an unprecedented 'amount of information for easonably-

modest inves ments of time from ad inIstrators, teachers and pupils.

3 0
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Developing Local Channels of Information Flow. Distribution options

for PVS reports provide school districts with a unique opportunity for

cooperative develop nt among administrative and teaching personnel to

share proficiency information. In normal use, PVS coordinators do not

--
have information on performances below the district level, while teachers

will not have macro-summaries above the level of their own classroom.

Effective use of PVS informat on mandates cooperative use of proficiency

information across- several levels of school organization, all for the

purpose of improving instruction and oppo_tunit es for children to learn

needed skills. SWRL can best function in this arena_by providing technical

assistance in adjusting information on each report; and by adapting-the

-routing_of PVS reports to patterns -f information.flow developed by

personnel from all levels of the administrative structure.

CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT IN PVS AS PART OF ONGOING.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

.SWRL mai.ntains a continuous program of research and development in

PVS and in other-areas of education information systems as _well. Districts

who. use PVS have the opportunity to not only implement new developments

as soon-as they are available, but to participate in such developMent

thrOugh cooperative planning, in orderto meet local needs.

3 1
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